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Physical preparation needs mental prep
By JOSEPH MANISCALCO
NY 8/ueFire Fastpitch
Mental training is one of the most
under-developed and under-achieved
aspects in sports for athletes, yet
it comprises the most important
ingredients to succeed on the field.
In fact, mental training, understood
and developed as a student-athlete,
usually transcends the individual's
ability to perform better as a human
being in the world. There is a vast
amount of research identifying
aspects of mental training and
the development of the mind to
accomplish great things.

MOST SKEPTICS believe this
is a difficult concept to grasp and
cannot fully understand how to
approach it, how to develop it, and,
most importantly, how to teach it in a
way that is conveyed with clarity and
VlSlOn.

In conducting mental training, one
will learn how to calm the mind, use
the mind and control the mind into
believing all things are possible with
those who have faith, trust and respect
for the process. In doing so, there will
be an eventual transformation, and
switch from the clouded and confused
mind to the clear and concise mind.
This will allow the athlete to perform
under extreme pressure situations and
result in better success on and off the
field.

I OFTEN ASK PEOPLE what
separates
two
equally-talented,
physically-capable athletes? Most
collegiate players were at the top of
their game prior to college, from Little
League through high school. During
those years of maturation, the athlete's
physical ability usually resulted in the
athlete's success, coupled with a great
deal of practice.
There was either the one who was
just naturally talented with great
physical ability who dominated locally,
or there was the one who practiced

hard, practiced often and trained to be
better. There was no mental-training
aspect to this development. Sometimes,
the person's coach played in a weak
division, weak league or entered weak
tournaments in order to train the athlete
that they were great, because they kept
winning games and receiving trophies.

THIS APPROACH usually starts
well but ends badly. When that athlete
finishes high school and then enters
collegiate sports, they experience
something unprecedented. They are
now in a field of similar athletes who
were provided with the same training,
and who dominated similar-type local
school, town and travel programs. In
essence, they no longer feel "special."
And when they encounter failure, they
no longer feel "capable."
At this cross road, many athletes
become lost. Most have never
experienced failure, so it is a foreign
concept, and their minds race with
indecision, doubt and complexity.
When an athlete fails after extensive
practice, what can they do? In order to
succeed at a more challenging level, the
mind comes into play.And this is where
mental training becomes a critical
ingredient to an athlete's success.
Mental training will allow the athlete
to embrace failure, understand what
it is, and realize that it is a necessary
component of one's development to
success.
There has never been success without
failure. The paradox here is that
when you fail, you gain knowledge,
vision and insight and have a path to
greatness, and we usually learn more
about ourselves through failure than
success.
TEACHING MENTAL training is
challenging, in spiring and rewarding.
Most athletes have never experienced
mental training, yet they are attempting
to compete at the collegiate level and
seek greatness. When the athlete does
not succeed as they did before college,
they become frustrated, anxious

and confused. This can lead to more
disappointment and failure if not
properly understood and embraced.

The Nine Mental Skills That
Successful Athletes Have
The Ohio Center for Sports
Psychology has identified nine mental
skills necessary for successful athletes.
These nine skills should be analyzed at
the collegiate level when building your
team. These skills should be taught,
practiced and part of the culture of your
organization. There is no doubt these
skills can be learned and practiced and
incorporated in all aspects of life, not
just sports. A brief synopsis of the nine
mental skills is contained below:
1. Maintaining a positive attitude.
Attitude is such a powerful word. It
embraces so many aspects of our life,
and for student-athletes, it can be the
difference maker in starting or sitting
on the bench. Successful athletes
realize that attitude is a choice. That
choice is something that defines your
character, and maintaining a positive
attitude to your sport and life will
define the person you are and represent
how you display yourself to the world.
As philosopher and psychologist
William James once said, "The
greatest discovery of any generation
is that a human being can alter his life
by altering his attitude." Successful
athletes understand this and maintain
a great attitude with a regulated mental
approach.
2. Being motivated to achieve
results.
Motivation is something that many
talk about, but few truly understand.
Motivation depends in large part on
goal setting. Without goals, it is difficult
to be motivated. Successful athletes
are aware of the rewards that come
with hard work and can persist when
times get tough and failure is present.
They understand that the rewards do
not come immediately - this occurs
through motivation and a deep desire
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to succeed or accomplish the goal that
was set. The research shows that when
the athlete sets the goal, the motivation
is more prevalent than when some
extrinsic force (such as a parent)
seeks to set the goal for the athlete and
compel motivation.

3. Goals and commitment to the
task.
Goals are a cornerstone of successful
athletes and the achievements they
have. Successful athletes always set
goals that are realistic, measurable
and time-oriented. Those three
components are important to the goal
setting process, as it allows the athlete
to identity the goal and set a timetable
to achieve it. This then triggers the
motivation we spoke about earlier.
Without a proper commitment, a
goal is nothing more than a fantasy.
Successful athletes are committed to
their goals and willing to carry out
the necessary daily demands of their
training program to attain their goal.
SEE PHYSICAL PAGE 19
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